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Abstract. The paper gives a detailed description of the developed numerical method for simulating
the turbulent flow around a helicopter rotor and calculating its aerodynamic characteristics. The method
is based on the original vertex-centered finite-volume EBR schemes. The features of these schemes
are their higher accuracy that is achieved through the use of edge-based reconstruction of variables on
extended quasi-one-dimensional stencils, and a moderate computational cost that allows for serial com-
putations. When dealing with discontinuities or solutions with large gradients, a quasi-one-dimensional
EBR-WENO scheme is used. The methods are implemented in the in-house code NOISEtte within the
hybrid MPI–OpenMP parallel model. Validation of the developed techniques is carried out by simulating
several cases for hovering and forward-flight regimes of helicopter rotors.

1 INTRODUCTION

The methods of mathematical modelling and numerical simulation are being actively introduced into
industrial applications in the aviation industry. Numerical prediction is becoming a powerful tool for
developing the optimal configurations of aircraft and determining the optimal operating modes. To make
a computational experiment practically useful in the design of a helicopter rotor, it is necessary to build
a correct mathematical description of all essential gas-dynamic processes and to develop accurate and
not too expensive numerical methods, which makes it possible to carry out fast predictions on available
supercomputers.

Almost all existing and implemented in commercial software packages methods for calculating the aero-
dynamic and acoustic characteristics of helicopter rotors use multi-block structured meshes and ensure
the accuracy not higher than of the second order. The method described in this work and implemented
in the in-house code NOISEtte [1] implies a complete gas-dynamic description of the medium in a non-
inertial rotating coordinate framework, by which we mean the systems of differential equations built
based on the Navier–Stockes equations for a viscous compressible gas for describing turbulent flow. In
this paper, we consider mostly RANS methods, however hybrid RANS-LES approaches are also imple-
mented in NOISEtte.

There are set of studies devoted to rotor aerodynamics numerical simulation. In papers [2, 3] the results
of solving similar problems using numerical modeling, where a system of Reynolds-averaged equations
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Navier–Stockes, closed by various turbulence models, is chosen as a mathematical model to describe
the motion of a viscous turbulent flow of a compressible gas. Currently for the rotors aerodynamics
modeling the high order schemes on the mixed-element unstructured grids are used with compressible
RANS equations [4].

In the paper we are concentrated mostly at the numerical method we developed earlier for unstructured
hybrid meshes and now apply for simulating turbulent flow over a helicopter rotor. The method is based
on the original vertex-centered finite-volume EBR (Edge-Based Reconstruction) schemes which provide
higher-accuracy of the numerical result thanks to the underlying quasi-one-dimensional edge-oriented
reconstructions of flux variables [5, 6].

To validate the developed method, we represent the results of simulating several cases considering a
helicopter rotor both in hovering mode and forward flight.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1 Navier–Stockes equations in non-inertial frame of reference

The gas flow around a rotor rotating at an angular velocity ωωω is calculated using the system of Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations closed by the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model. The system of
equations is considered in a noninertial rotating reference frame. The coordinate axes rotate around the
fixed rotor axis at a constant angular velocity equal to that of blade rotation. This means that the rotor
blades in a flow are fixed, while the upstream flow direction changes depending on the azimuthal angle
ψ.

To write the system of averaged Navier-Stokes equations in the form of conservation laws, we introduce
the vector

QQQ = (ρ, ρuuu, E, ρν̃)T , (1)

where uuu = (u1,u2,u3) – is the velocity vector in the fixed reference frame, ρ is the density, E = ρuuu2/2+
p/(γ−1) is the total energy, p is pressure, γ = 1.4 specific ratio. The value ν̃ is an evolutionary variable
necessary to determine the turbulent viscosity coefficient µT in the Spalart–Allmaras model:

µT = ρν̃
χ3

χ3 +357.911
, χ =

ρν̃

µ
,

where µ is molecular dynamic viscosity coefficient.

We also introduce the vector of the linear velocity of rotation VVV = (V1,V2,V3)
T = ωωω× rrr determined by

the angular velocity vector ωωω and the position vector rrr.

Then the system of averaged equations Navier–Stockes in a noninertial rotating reference frame can be
written in the following pseudovector form1

∂QQQ
∂t

+∇ ·
(
F C (QQQ)−F R (QQQ)−F D (QQQ,∇QQQ)

)
= SSS (QQQ,∇QQQ) . (2)

1A brief derivation of the system of equations Navier–Stockes for a compressible gas in a non-inertial rotating reference
frame and its component-wise form is given in the work [7].
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Composite vectors F C, F R and F D are introduced in the system (2). The components of this vector FFFC
i ,

FFFR
i and FFFD

i are the convective transport flux vector, the rotational transport vector and the diffusion flux
vector in coordinate direction xi (i = 1,2,3). The operator (∇·) is the divergence operator applied to each
component of the composite vector.

The fluxes vectors of convective transport and rotational transport fluxes are set as functions of the
physical variables ρ, uuu, p as follows

FFFC
i (QQQ) = (ρui, ρuiuuu+ pIII, (E + p)ui, ρν̃ui)

T ,

FFFR
i (QQQ) = (ρVi, ρuiVVV , EVi, ρν̃Vi)

T ,
(3)

where III is the identity matrix. The diffusion flux vectors are determined as functions of physical variables
and their gradients by the formula

FFFν
i (QQQ,∇QQQ) =

(
0, τi1, τi2, τi3, τi ju j +qi,

3
2
(µ+ρν̃)

∂ν̃

∂xi

)T

, (4)

where the components of the viscous stress tensor τi j and the heat flux vector qi have the form

τi j = (µ+µT )

(
∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi
− 2

3
δi j

∂ui

∂xi

)
, qi =

(
µ
Pr

+
µT

PrT

)
∂ε

∂x
, (5)

Here δi j is Kronecker symbol, µ is the molecular viscosity coefficient, Pr = 0.72, PrT = 1 are molecular
and turbulent Prandtl numbers.

The vector SSS (QQQ,∇QQQ) is a source term describing the influence of external forces and not related to the
transport of the main variables QQQ

SSS (QQQ,∇QQQ) = (0 , ρ(ωωω×uuu) , 0 , Pν (QQQ,∇QQQ)−Yν (QQQ,∇QQQ)+0.992ρ∇ν̃ ·∇ν̃)T . (6)

The square of the gradient of the variable ν̃ is a part of the definition of the diffusion term in the last
equation of the system(3), which has a nondivergence form, and therefore is transferred to the source
term.

From the standpoint of an observer in the fixed reference frame the system of equations (3)–(6) describes
the variation in the conservative variables at the expense of their convective and diffusion transport in
the medium rotating at the velocity VVV , the pressure gradient, and the vector velocity rotation through the
azimuthal angle ψ(t) =−|ωωω| t.

2.2 Aerodynamic characteristics

In the problems of numerical modelling of a helicopter rotor some of the main parameters character-
izing the properties of a configuration are the aerodynamic coefficients, namely, the thrust and torque
coefficients.

We will define the aerodynamic forces of a blade as follows. We will consider two reference frames, one
of which, (x,y,z) is fixed and the other, (x′,y′,z′), is fitted to the rotating rotor. Since the calculation is
performed in the reference frame rotating about the Oz axis (Fig. 1), the axes of the fixed and rotating
coordinate systems can be identified. Thus, the noninertial rotating reference frame is characterized by a
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Figure 1: Rotating frame of reference (left) and blade aerodynamic forces scheme (right)

rotation of the fixed reference frame through an angle ψ(t)+π/2 around the Oz axis, where the azimuthal
angle ψ(t) is defined as ψ(t) =−|ωωω|t =−ωt.

The resultant force vector RRR, acting on the blade, and the resultant moment MMM are determined by the
surface integrals

RRR =
∮

(pnnn− τττ ·nnn)ds, MMM =
∮

rrr× (pnnn− τττ ·nnn)ds ,

where p and τττ are the pressure and viscous stress tensor distributions over the rotor surface S, vector nnn is
the external unit normal to the surface S with components nx, ny, nz (Fig. 1), rrr is the position vector(torque
vector).

The rotor thrust T is defined as the projection onto the z axis of resultant force vector RRR and is calculated
as follows

T (t) =
∮

(pnz− τzini)ds, i = x,y,z .

The rotor force moments are determined as the projections of resultant moment MMM on the axes of the
fixed reference frame (x,y,z). Thence follows the expression for the aerodynamic torque moment of the
rotor

Mk(t) =
∮

[x(pny− τyini)− y(pnx− τxini)]ds, i = x,y,z .

The thrust coefficient cT and the aerodynamic torque coefficient mk are calculated by nondimensionaliz-
ing the thrust and torque values

cT (t) =
2T (t)

ρ0A(ωR)2 , mk(t) =
2Mk(t)

ρ0A(ωR)2R
,

where ρ0 is the undisturbed air density, A = πR2 is the rotor disk area, R is the rotor radius, ω is the
absolute value of the angular velocity of a blade.

We also introduce the normal force coefficient cn determined in the normal section of the blade L

cn =
1

ρ0A(ωR)2

∫
L

pn′zdl ,

Here n′z = n′x cosϕ−n′z sinϕ is the component of the normal vector in the blade fixed reference frame.
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3 NUMERICAL METHOD

3.1 Edge-Based Reconstruction Schemes

Spatial discretization in the software package NOISEtte is based on a vertex-centered formulation with
the setting of variables at the nodes of the hybrid grid2 and the determination of numerical fluxes on the
faces of the computational cells surrounding the nodes.The finite volume method is used to approximate
convective fluxes of the Navier-Stokes equations. The finite volume is computational cell.

The approximation of the system of equations Navier–Stockes (2) is based on the integral form of this
system. Let us write the system (2) in discrete form for the computational cell Ki (Fig. 2) surrounding
the mesh node i∫

Ki

dQQQ
dt

dV +
∫

∂Ki

(
F C (QQQ) ·nnn− (VVV ·nnn)QQQ

)
dS =

∫
Ki

∇ ·F D (QQQ,∇QQQ)dV +
∫
Ki

S (QQQ,∇QQQ)dV

where ∂Ki is the boundary of the computational cell Ki, nnn is unit outward normal to the boundary ∂Ki.
Then the finite volume method defines the following spatially discrete equation

dQQQi

dt
=− 1
|Ki| ∑

j∈N1(i)
hhhi j +SSS (QQQi,(∇QQQ)i) , hhhi j = hhhC,R

i j +hhhD
i j ,

where |Ki| is the volume of the computational cell Ki, N1(i) is the set of first-level neighbours of node
i, hhhi j is numerical flux defined at the cell interface between the nodes i and j including approximations
hhhC,R

i j and hhhD
i j of convective and viscous fluxes.

We calculate hhhC,R
i j by Roe solver

hhhC,R
i j (t) =

F (QQQi)+F (QQQ j)

2
·nnni j−Vi j

QQQi +QQQ j)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
transport

− δ

2
SSS−1 ∣∣ΛΛΛi j−Vi jIII

∣∣SSS(QQQ j−QQQi
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

nnni j =
∫

∂Ki(t)∩K j(t)

nnndS , Vi j =
∫

∂Ki∩K j

VVV ·nnndS , AAAC
i j =

dF
dQQQ

(
QQQi j
)
= SSSi jΛΛΛi jSSS−1

i j

(7)

where AAAi j is the Jacobian depending on the vector of conservative variables QQQi j defined on the interface
(or the middle of the edge) i j, ΛΛΛi j is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian AAAi j, nnni j is the
vector area of the surface determined by the common boundary of control volumes Ki and K j, δ is the
numerical dissipation parameter.

To increase the order of approximation of the numerical convective flux (7), a quasi-1D edge-based
reconstruction of variables on an extended stencil is used [8]. This approach involves replacing the
variables QQQi and QQQ j in (7) with the values QQQL

i j and QQQR
i j reconstructed to the left and right of the cell edge.

Matrices SSS and ΛΛΛ do not change. The method of calculating the values of QQQL
i j and QQQR

i j on the stencil

2The hybrid mesh consists of the following elements - hexahedra, triangular prisms (in the boundary layer region), tetrahe-
drons, and quadrangular pyramids (outside the boundary layer).
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Figure 2: Example of median control volume for triangular mesh(left) and 3D space stencil for EBR5
scheme(right)

{
S(n,0)i j

}
defined at 2n+ 2 points {rrrk} (k = −n, . . . ,n+ 1)3 determines a specific edge-based scheme

EBR(2n+1) [5]. The values at points {rrrk} that do not coincide with the mesh nodes are determined by
linear interpolation on the corresponding faces of the mesh elements that intersect with the straight line
containing the edge i j (Fig. 2).

The EBR5 scheme was used to perform the calculations presented in this article.

3.2 Time advance

The time integration is performed using an implicit second-order scheme followed by the Newtonian
linearization of the space-discretized system of equations. At each Newtonian iteration stage the corre-
sponding system of linear equations is solved by BiCGSTAB method.

3.3 Approximation of viscous fluxes and source term

The viscous terms in the Navier–Stokes system are approximated using the finite-element method with
linear basis functions (P1 Galerkin). The gradients of the variables (∇QQQ)i in the source term S are
approximated by nodal gradients, defined as the weighted sum of gradients over mesh elements that have
a common vertex at node i.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.1 Caradonna-Tung rotor

The first validation case was modeling the aerodynamic characteristics of a two-bladed Caradonna-Tung
rotor in hovering mode [11]. Where is a lot of experimental data for the case including per-section
pressure coefficient distribution and tip vortex evolution.

The model rotor is two-bladed rigid rotor with rectangular planform blades with no twist or taper. The
blades are based on the NACA0012 airfoil with fixed collective pitch 8◦, rotor radius is 1.143m, blade
chord - b = 0.1905m. The rotational speed in hovering mode was 650, 1750 and 2300 RPM with corre-
sponding tip Mach number M = 0.23, 0.61 and 0.8. The corresponding Reynolds number evaluated by
blade chord and tip velocity was Re = 0.98, 2.65, 3.48×106.

Due to the hovering mode and rotor symmetry it was possible to model only the single blade with periodic

3Here the local indexing of reconstruction nodes is introduced: node i corresponds to index 0, node j corresponds to index
1. This indexing defines n interpolation points of the reconstruction located to the left of the node i and n points located to the
right of the node j.
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Figure 3: Caradonna-Tung pressure coefficient distribution at the blade sections r/R = 0.96, 0.8 and 0.68

boundary conditions on the azimuthal planes. A RANS approach with the Spalart-Allmaras model has
been used in the simulation.

Here and in the following cases the mixed mesh generated in the same way: firstly the unstructured
surface mesh refined at the blade leading and trailing edges and at the tip is build, than the prismatic
boundary layer with constantly increasing prism height is build. When the prism sizes turns to isotropic
the rest computational domain filled with tetrahedrons.

For the Caradonna-Tung rotor simulation the mixed unstructured mesh with 1.37M nodes and 5.6M cells
was used.

Comparison of numerical and experimental results for the pressure coefficient distribution at different
span-wise locations defined by r/R is shown on Fig. 3. The numerical results appeared to be in good
agreement with the experimental data.
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Figure 4: Velocity field (left) and trajectory of tip vortex core (right) for rotation velocity 650 RPM

Fig. 4(left) represents the typical velocity field and streamlines in xOz section. As expected the flow
velocity maximum reached near the blade tip and flow velocity decreased downstream to the rotor disk.
The position of the tip vortex core (see Fig. 4(right)) is in good agreement with both the experimental
data and the Kocurek-Tangler analytical prediction [12].
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4.2 Rigid four-bladed rotor in hover

As the second validation problem, the problem of axial flow around the model helicopter rotor was
chosen in accordance with a physical experiment conducted at the Department of Aerohydrodynamics
Kazan National Research Technical University named after A. N. Tupolev (DA KNRTU-KAI).

The goal of the numerical experiment was to estimate pressure fluctuations near the model four-bladed
rotor (hereinafter referred to as the ”model rotor”), tested in a wind tunnel T-1K with an acoustic noise-
absorbing chamber in DA KNRTU-KAI.

In the experiment, pressure pulsations in the near field were measured using an array of microphones
(see Fig. 5). An array grid with a 150mm step, consisting of three lines of 13 microphones each, was
located at a distance of 208 mm from the edge of the rotor disk in such a way that the top line of the
microphones lay in the rotor plane, and the central microphone (”mic06” on Fig. 5) was closest to the
rotor axis of rotation.

150 mm

208 mm

900 mm

1
5
0
 m

m

mic06

mic00

Figure 5: Experiment setup: rotor and microphones array

The parameters of the rotor and the modeled regime corresponded to the parameters of the experimental
setup. The rigid untwisted four-bladed rotor with radius 0.8m and blade chord 0.065m in hover with
911RPM speed was modeled. Blades shape based on the NACA0012 airfoil with fixed collective pitch 8◦.
The value of the Reynolds number evaluated by the chord of the blade and its tip velocity Vtip = 76.34m/s
was Re = 0.322×106.

Due to the hovering mode and rotor symmetry it was possible to model only the single blade with periodic
boundary conditions on the azimuthal planes. A RANS approach with the Spalart-Allmaras model has
been used in the simulation. For the rotor simulation the mixed unstructured mesh with 3.7M nodes and
17M cells was generated and used with EBR5 numerical scheme.

The calculated pressure pulsations measured at the minimum (probe ”mic06”) and maximum (probe
”mic00”) distance from the rotor plane (see Fig. 6) shows good agreement with signals measured within
the experiment.
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Figure 6: Pressure pulsations in the probes ”mic00”(left) and ”mic06”(right)

4.3 Shrouded rotor

The next challenging problem was to model the axial flow and determine the aerodynamic characteristics
of a model rotor in a ring - it represents the Fenestron-type tail rotor scheme. The problem setup is notable
due to presence of both moving aerodynamic surfaces (rotor blades) and the fixed one (ring surfaces).

The problem setup reproduces the experiment setup performed in Kamov construction bureau: a small
scaled rigid four-bladed rotor rotates inside a toroidal ring . The speed of rotation is 1166.4 RPM with
corresponding tip velocity 73.3 m/s. Linear-twisted blades collective pitch was 10, 20, 30 and 40◦, blade
chord was 0.13m. The value of the Reynolds number evaluated by the chord of the blade and its tip
velocity was Re = 0.628×106.

Due to the axial flow regime and shrouded rotor symmetry it was possible to model only the π/2 sector
with single blade with periodic boundary conditions on the azimuthal planes and ”immoveable” boundary
conditions on the ring. For the shrouded rotor simulation the set of mixed unstructured meshes was
generated with 2.3–2.5M nodes and 13.5–15M cells.

The rotor aerodynamic characteristics evaluated within computational experiments perfectly aligned with
the experimental results (see Fig. 7). It confirms the correctness of modeling a complex problem that
includes both rotating and stationary elements.

The full description of the problem setup and results represented in the [13, 14].

4.4 Rigid rotor in forward flight mode

In this study, the validity of the numerical simulation of the flow around rotating helicopter rotor is
confirmed by means of comparing the results of the calculations of a model rigid main rotor in forward
flight.

The modeled configuration corresponds that tested in a series of wind tunnel tests performed in the
Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI) and represents the main rigid four-blade helicopter main
rotor with a set of plane untwisted blades of rectangular planform, rigid in bend and torsion. The blades
are based on the NACA-0012 airfoil with the blade chord 0.15m with 8◦ collective pitch. The rotor radius
is 1.2m while the rotor hub is an ellipsoid of revolution with the horizontal and vertical radii 0.04m and
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Figure 7: Rotor thrust against pitch angle(left) and rotor thrust coefficient dependence on the torque coefficient

0.2m, respectively. In both physical and numerical experiments the rotor rotation speed was 360RPM,
which corresponds to the blade tip velocity 45.24m/s. Three regimes with different flight velocities 6.79,
11.31, and 20.36 m/s at zero rotor angle of attack were studied. The value of the Reynolds number
evaluated by the chord of the blade and its tip velocity was Re = 0.455×106.

The general flow pattern is mainly determined by the tip vortices shed from the blades, convected down-
stream, and interacting with both the blades and the vortex structures occurring in the flow. The locations
of the cores of the tip vortices repeat the trajectories of the blade tip motions with account for rotor ro-
tation and the oncoming flow. This can be seen in Fig. 8, where the vortices are visualized by means of
the Q-criterion isosurface and the blade tip trajectories are presented in the absolute reference frame in
the rotor rotation plane xOy at fixed moments of time corresponding to the azimuthal angles 0◦ and 45◦.
Fig. 8 also presents the contours of the gauge pressure distribution the rotor surface.

Figure 8: Tip vortices trajectories: blade tips trajectories with Q-criterion isosurfaces for azimuth 0◦ (left) and
45◦(right)

The pressure coefficient distributions in different sections of the rotor blades obtained in the numerical
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experiments using the NOISEtte and ANSYS CFX are presented on Fig. 9. The numerical results are in
good agreement with each other on the entire blade chord, except from slight disagreements in the zone
of the blade’s trailing edge due to different resolutions of the computation meshes in this mesh region.
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Figure 9: Pressure coefficient distribution along the blade chord calculated using NOISEtte and ANSYS CFX at
different span-wise locations and azimuthal angle

The detailed problem setup and results analysis presented in the [15].

5 CONCLUSION

The paper presents the method we develop for the numerical simulation of a turbulent flow of viscous
compressible gas near a rigid helicopter rotor under various operating conditions. The method allows
to efficiently perform predictions on hybrid unstructured meshes. It is implemented in the in-house
code NOISEtte software package. A feature of the numerical method is the use of the original EBR
schemes. These schemes provide accuracy higher than the traditional Godunov-type finite-volume meth-
ods at computational costs significantly lower with respect to the very high order methods. The usage of
hybrid unstructured meshes makes it easier to treat the geometry of real helicopter rotors. The parallel
implementation of the whole numerical algorithm is based on a hybrid MPI-OpenMP model and makes
it possible to use computer systems with hundreds of thousands of CPU cores with high efficiency of
parallelization.

The validation of the developed numerical method and code NOISEtte is carried out on by simulating
several cases considering helicopter rotors in hovering mode with axial flow and in the forward flight
mode. The obtained numerical results show a good agreement with the available experimental data. The
developed method is applicable not only for simulating the flow near helicopter rotors. It can be used, for
instance, to study numerically the aerodynamics of rotary-wing aircraft (converters, quadcopters, wind
power plants) and turboprop aircraft.

This work has been carried out using computing resources of the federal collective usage center Com-
plex for Simulation and Data Processing for Mega-science Facilities at NRC ”Kurchatov Institute”,
http://ckp.nrcki.ru/.
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